
LOOKING FOR ALASKA PLOT ANALYSIS

Ever wondered how Looking for Alaska follows the standard plot of most stories? Come on in and read all about it.

It's not exciting stuff, but it is a way for them to enter back into the real world. Pudge realizes that letting her
go doesn't matter as much anymore. Conflict Person vs. Alaska has never told anyone at Culver Creek that her
mother is dead, and for the first time, Miles can understand why Alaska is so moody and impulsive. An
important element to the group's friendship is trust. Printz Winners and Honor Books". Many comment on the
relatable high school characters and situations as well as more complex ideas such as how topics like grief are
handled. Book reviews often note this theme, bringing up the instances in the book such as grief that cause the
characters to look at life from a new and more mature perspective. A week later, after another 'celebration', an
intoxicated Alaska and Pudge spend the night with each other, when suddenly Alaska receives a phone call
which causes her to go into hysterics. Most good stories start with a fundamental list of ingredients: the initial
situation, conflict, complication, climax, suspense, denouement, and conclusion. For Pudge, his call for hope
is understanding the reality of suffering while also acknowledging that things like friendship and forgiveness
can help diminish this suffering. Themes[ edit ] Search for meaning[ edit ] After Alaska's death, Pudge and
Colonel investigate the circumstances surrounding the traumatic event. The screenplay was potentially going
to be written and directed by Josh Schwartz creator of The O. She enlists their help distracting the Eagle so
that she can leave campus. As time passes, Pudge grows closer to his new friends. Paul's expulsion created
tension between Pudge's friends and the Weekday Warriors. Because of this, their grieving process consists of
seeking answers surrounding her death since they feel that they are responsible. The gang celebrates a
successful series of pranks by drinking and partying, and an inebriated Alaska confides about her mother's
death from an aneurysm when she was eight years old. Miles spends a lot of time trying to understand her
better, although he makes little progress. Alaska is not only brilliant at devising pranks, but drinks and has
sexual intercourse. Reluctantly they allow Takumi to join and Pudge eventually makes amends with Lara,
though they no longer date. Pudge narrates the story from his perspective, this allows us to easily identify with
him and get a better understanding of his feelings in different situations. The district librarian looked into
parental complaints along with reviews of the novel suggesting that it was best suited for high schoolers and
made the decision to pull the book from the middle school library. The boys were taken in shock because
neither of them was expecting it. Pudge and The Colonol started questioning everyone around them, while
trying to get to the bottom of the situation, decode her death and find who was responsible for it. Retrieved 
Controversy due to cover design[ edit ] Further controversy came from the cover art. Starnes, to save herself
from being expelled. The labyrinth of life has no end. Complication After: Too Much of a Different Kind
Alaska's not alive to tell her friends what she was thinking right before she died, so they have to figure it out
on their own. Conflict After: Whodunnit? On Speaker Day, a day when the class gets to pick a speaker for the
whole school to listen to, they hire a male stripper who strips in front of the school. She is described as having
a mild accent. With so many unanswered questions surrounding her death, Pudge and the Colonel begin an
investigation. Archived from the original on  They later learn that Alaska has crashed her car and died. Alaska
was very young, so instead of calling , she sat with her mother until she thought she fell asleep, but in fact, she
died. Exposition The novel begins introducing Miles Halter as an introverted kid who is beginning his first
year at Culver Creek High School as a junior. Growing up, Green always loved writing, but when it came to
his middle school experience, he described life as a middle schooler as "pretty bleak". These are divided into
Before and After. Coming from a poor background, he is obsessed with loyalty and honor, especially towards
his beloved mother, Dolores, who lives in a trailer. In the middle of the speech, Lara prompts the speaker to
take off his clothes and begin to strip. Resolution Pudge and the Colonel decide to pull one last prank worthy
of Alaska. In the end, Pudge finds the meaning of the Great Perhaps.


